
How the Clinical Subscription Model Works

Here’s an Example of ROI Guaranteed by Our New Clinical Subscription Model:
•   Our analysis shows $400K target savings opportunity for the year and we can guarantee $300k savings net of fees. We   
    will charge $100K to initiate setup, run our systems, and staff our clinical model to deliver $300k net savings to you. 
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Our Goal: Make Your Clinical Savings Clear & Transparent
•   Guaranteed 3:1 ROI is a straightforward 25% of savings that we charge as a flat rate per month. 
•   If we don’t deliver, we pay you back in the sufficient amount to meet our guarantee and ROI promise. When we overdeliver,  
    YOU benefit 3:1 on the upside.
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EmpiRx Health is transforming pharmacy benefits 
management by putting the pharmacist at the 
center of the industry’s leading clinically-driven 
care model. As the pioneer in value-based 
pharmacy care, EmpiRx Health puts the needs of 
its customers and their members first to optimize 
health outcomes while substantially reducing 
prescription drug costs. 

Consistent with its mission to make the highest 
quality pharmacy care more affordable, accessible, 
and transparent, EmpiRx Health has introduced a 
breakthrough new Clinical Subscription Model. 
This unique new PBM model brings significantly 

more transparency and clarity to the clinical 
savings that EmpiRx Health guarantees to 
its clients. 

Based on clear subscription pricing, our new 
Clinical Subscription Model aligns the services 
provided by EmpiRx Health with the costs 
and benefits associated with those services. 
In fact, we are so confident of our new clinical 
savings model that we guarantee a specific 
Return on Investment when you become an 
EmpiRx Health client.

New Clinical Subscription Model Strengthens 
Value and Transparency of Your Pharmacy Care

                       •   If we exceed our $400k target, we keep the $100k and invoice for 25% of excess over $400k. If we miss
                           the $400k, we pay you back to what we need to meet our guarantee and ROI promise. 


